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careful analysis and provides insight into the tradeoffs
inherent in resource-hounded decision making.
Our framework stresses three basic components:

Abstract
Wepresent a general frameworkfor analyzing tradeoffs when designing systems in which an agent with
limited computationalresources is required to respond
in a timely mannerto situations arising in a dynamic
environment. These tradeoffs are characterized in
terms of architectural constraints that limit the computational alternatives available to the agent. Weapply the frameworkto a design problem in which the
designer is given a set of controllers, each of whichis
capable of responding to a subset of situations, and
a model of the run-time dynamics that can be used
to predict the sets of situations that might arise over
time. Exactly one controller is active at any moment,
and a fixed time delay is required to activate a controller. Additionalarchitectural constraints limit the
numberof controllers that are capable of being activated. The objective is to design (off-line) a strategy
for activating and deactivating controllers that guarantees that there will be an active controller capable
of responding no matter what situation arises. We
provide an asymptotic analysis for this design problem, describe exact and approximate algorithms for
the off-line design, and sketch howthe frameworkcan
be applied to real-time avionics scheduling. Weargue that the architectural constraints of this design
problem model a rich class of planning and control
systems.

1. architectural constraints that directly influence design and indirectly influence the run-time behavior
of the system,
2. behavioral requirements that specify the desired behavior of the system, and
3. predictive models that are used at design time to
anticipate run-time behavior.
In this paper, design problem refers to the problem of
designing a system that meets a set of behavioral requirements subject to a set of architectural constraints,
and given a predictive model. Wefocus on design problems in which the designer is presented specifications
for each of these components and is required to configure a run-time system. In these eases, any design
that satisfies the architectural constraints and meets
the behavioral requirements is considered satisfactory.
In the general case, the design objectives allow the designer to trade off the costs of realizing a particular
design against the benefits of the resulting behavior.
To demonstrate the utility of our framework, we investigate an interesting set of architectural constraints
based on an analogy to hierarchical memorymodels.
A simple two-level hierarchy is used to explore tradeoffs involving fast reactions and slower deliberations.
These architectural constraints induce specific patterns
regarding howsituations evolve as a consequence of the
system interacting with the environment. Weconsider
algorithms that exploit these patterns to makeefficient
use of computational resources.
In the remainder of this paper, we describe the general framework, introduce the restricted class mentioned above, and provide algorithms and analytical
results pertaining to this class. The practical application of the framework and techniques of this paper
has been demonstrated through the design and analysis
of a real-time avionics scheduling solution (Greenwald
1997).

Introduction
This paper is concerned with the general problem of
designing a system in which an agent with limited computational resources is required to respond in a timely
manner to situations arising in a dynamic and uncertain environment. Special cases include designing the
controller for a robot planetary explorer or designing
the avionics system for a commercial aircraft.
Existing approaches to solving such design problems
differ in their characterization of the computational resources available to the system at run time and the
knowledgeof the environment available to the designer
at design time. Even in cases in which these characterizations are precise, the resulting design problems often
defy detailed analysis. Weprovide a general framework
for characterizing these design problems that admits a
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Designing

On-Line

Systems

A common approachto modelingdynamicalsystems(Dean& Wellman
1991)is to viewtheinteraction
of on-line
systemandenvironment
as a feedback
loop.
In theremainder
of thispaper,we usethefollowing
termsin narrow
technical
sense.
¯ on-linesyslem(orjustsystem)refersto theend
productof design(the"controller"
in automated
control
or thecombination
of a "planner"
and"executor"
in AI),
¯ environment refers to the world with which the system interacts (the "plant" in conventional control
systems),
¯ situation refers to a complete description of the environment at an instant in time (the "state" in dynamical systems theory),

Consider designing an on-line system for controlling
the avionics hardware of an aircraft that must dynamically adjust
to changing
weather
conditions.
Thissystemmayconsist
of control
circuits
designed
to handle
specific
subsets
of weather
conditions
anda strategy
circuit
to determine
whichcircuit
controls
thehardwareat anygiventime.

1
I

¯ output refers to the response of the system in a given
situation (an "action" in AI planning), and
¯ input refers to information regarding a situation that
is available to the system at run time in choosing
an output (an "observation" in dynamical systems
theory).

Figure1: Controlling
aircraft
avionics
hardware
with
weather-specific
control
circuits.

An on-hne system may require varying amounts of
time to produce an output in response to an input or
sequence of inputs. At one extreme, a "deliberative"
AI planning system might require a large time delay to
produce an output after receiving an input. To justify
such a delay, a traditional approach is to assume that
the situation does not change during deliberation. At
the other extreme, a "reactive" control system might
assume the situation changes rapidly and requires a
rapid response to each new input. In general, systems
combine fast reactive computations with slower deliberative computations.
To quantify the tradeoffs inherent in resourcebounded decision making, our framework expresses online computation as the interaction of circuits. A circuit is a unit of computation with well-specified time
and space requirements and input/output behavior.
Diverse computations can be consistently compared
when expressed as circuits. For example, a circuit can
express lookup tables, decision trees, or deliberative
planning algorithms. The computational characteristics of a circuit are represented in terms of its depth
(time) and number of gates (space).
Wedistinguish two types of circuit:

In Figure 1, three different weather-specific control
circuits are depicted, corresponding to sunny conditions, combinations of sun and wind, and combinations
of windand rain. As the aircraft travels, a strategy circuit monitors current weather conditions and reasons
about future weather conditions. The strategy circuit
uses this information and a modelof circuit delay to determine which circuit should be controlling the avionics
hardware
at anygiventime.
In general,
an on-linesystemmaybe expressed
as
thetheinteraction
of multiple,
possibly
concurrent,
circuits.
Combinations
of control
andstrategy
circuits
canrepresent
a richclassof planning
andcontrol
systems.

A Circuit-Paging Architecture

1. control circuits capture fast reactive computations
that produce an output from an input in a bounded
amount of time, and
2. strategy circuits capture slower deliberative computations that do not directly generate outputs; a
strategy circuit indirectly affects output by manipulating control
circuits,
including
dynamically
allocating
computational
resources
in response
to input.
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Architectural constraints refer to the constraints governing the design of an on-line system. These constraints limit the computational alternatives available
to the agent, and provide a tradeoff between expressiveness and designcomplexity.
We specifya setof
constraints
basedon an analogy
to hierarchical
memorymodels.
Theseconstraints
allowus to expressan
interesting
classof planning
andcontrol
systems
while
admitting
a carefulanalysis
of theresulting
design
problems.
In hierarchical
memorymodels,fastlow-capacity
levelsof memory,suchas processor
cache,combine
withslowhigh-capacity
levels,suchas mainmemory.
Sincethecapacity
offastcacheislimited,
dataisdistributed
andtransferred
across
Levels
of thehierarchy
in an attemptto achieveoverall
behavior
comparable

to the speed of the fastest level with the capacity of
the slowest level.
Similarly, in on-line decision making, processing is
distributed between fast reactive computations and
slower deliberative computations, including designtime computations. The results of processing are
stored and transferred across the hierarchy in order to
achieve the responsiveness of the fastest reactive computations with bounded on-line resources. Figure 2
depicts a two-level circuit-paging architecture to conceptually model these tradeoffs.

rently active control circuit observes a situation outside
its domain, we say that a page fault has occurred.
A circuit-paging
architecture
may conceptually
model many forms of bounded-resource on-line decision making. Tradeoffs involving the capabilities of
control circuits and their resource requirements model
the effects of bounded resources on decision making.
Paging time models the on-line time delay for deliberation. Given that each control circuit models a particular form of deliberation, the paging time for that
circuit models the corresponding deliberation delay.
Over all forms of deliberation composing an on-line
system, the fixed retrieval interval models a worst-case
on-line deliberation delay of at most n ticks.

1

At Most
DPage.s/Circuits

EnvironmentI

!

Understanding Execution-Time
Behavior at Design Time
We look at the problem of designing a system that
meets a set of behavioral requirements, subject to a
set of architectural constraints, and given a predictive
model.
¯ trajectory refers to a sequence of input/output pairs,
¯ behavior refers to the set of all trajectories that may
result from a given system interacting with a given
environment,
¯ behavioral requirements refer to a set of requirements
with respect to a behavior, and
¯ predictive model refers to the knowledge available
to the designer for anticipating the behavior of the
system.

Figure 2: Anarchitecture for paging control circuits.
The circuit-paging architecture studied in this paper
consists of a secondary store capable of storing at most
D pages/circuits and a fast cache of Mbits. An initial
control circuit ~r0 and a fixed paging strategy circuit
7 are loaded into fast cache prior to decision making.
Every n ticks, the strategy circuit observes the input
and chooses a control circuit to activate n ticks into the
future. During each n-tick interval, the active control
circuit observes the input at each tick and generates
an output by the next tick. Concurrently, the control circuit selected for the next interval is paged into
fast cache. An example execution in which n - 3 is
depicted in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Active control circuit changes every 3 ticks.
Figure 4: An example behavior.
To simplify the presentation, we assume a fully observable dynamical system, i.e. situations are directly
observable as inputs. The general framework and specific analytical techniques of this paper do not require
this assumption.
A control circuit is defined as a partial function from
situations to outputs such that the domain Vs of circuit cs is the set of situations for which it can generate
an output in one time tick. A circuit has no defined
response to situations outside its domain. If the cur-

In the general case, the predictive model is nondeterministic. Often the best the designer can do is determine sets of possible situations. Given a particular situation at time t, the set of possible situations
at time t + A depends on how the system responds
in the interval [t,t + A/ which depends on what control circuits are active during that interval. The upper
graphic in Figure 4 illustrates the sets of situations
possible at various times given different possible active
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control circuits. The lower graphic in Figure 4 illustrates the special case in which the control circuits are
completely determined, the initial state is knownwith
certainty, and the environment is deterministic.
The behavior of an on-line system must be modeled accounting for any limitations involving computational resources.
Consider
an avionics
systemthat
mustchoose
between
a longbutsafecourseanda short
coursethatmightpossibly
runintoa dangerous
thunderstorm.
A behavioral
requirement
thatdoesnottolerateriskwillfavortheformer,
despite
thefactthat
mosttrajectories
involving
thelatter
course
arepreferableto alltrajectories
involving
theformer.
Now,consider
a thirdalternative
of setting
a course
towardthe possible
thunderstorm
withthe optionof
changing course based on observations as the aircraft
approaches the possible storm area. In this case, the
time required to sense conditions and deliberate about
changing course must be accounted for by the predictive model. If the time delay cannot be satisfactorily
boundedat design time, the longer course will still be
preferable. If the delay is small enough, however, the
designer can ensure that the plane will turn aside before entering the storm area.
The following predictive model concisely characterizes the behavior of an on-line system combining
circuit-paging architectural constraints and the behavioral requirement that page faults are not to be tolerated (zero page faults). Given that we have only
nondeterministic knowledge of the outputs of the online system, we model behavior by looking strictly at
the possible transitions between situations over time,
independent of the outputs affecting these transitions.
The components of this model are depicted in Figure 5
and in the following terms.
p k: the set of situations that are reachable k-ticks into
1the future, starting from situation s E S;
R,n = O{n<_k<2n}
,pk: the set of situations that may occur between n and 2n ticks after having started in s
(lower view of Figure 5); and,
n
Fs- - 0{:>0}
¯ pnj. , the
¯ set of situations
.
.
. that may occur
in exactly nj ticks, for all integers 3 > 0 after having
started in s (upper view of Figure 5 depicts p n:, j
{1,2}); for any initial set of situations p0 E s,
F n = U{,¢po}F~.
Analytical

Techniques

Given any initial set of possible situations p0 E n28, F
represents all situations that might occur during execution when some paging decision is made. In making
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Figure 5: Transition structure for concisely characterizing behavior.
a paging decision in response
to inputs, R,n represents the situations that may occur while the paged
control circuit is active. Thus, for each s E Fn, a zero
page fault paging strategy must specify a control circuit to cover R,~. Figure 6 illustrates this relationship
by graphically by composingthe two views of Figure 5.
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Figure 6: Predictive model reveals covering problem.
The following theorem specifies the necessary and
sufficient conditions for determining whether or not a
paging strategy exists that guarantees zero page faults,
and such that all control circuits available for paging
fit into secondary storage.

1 This modeltechnically requires that control circuits are
both Markovian(output depends strictly on current situation) and stationary (output independent of time),
that the resulting system implements a nondeterministic
Markovstationary policy, Le. a mappingfrom situations
to sets of possible outputs.

Theorem 1 Given p k, po E 28, a collection
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of con-

s,
trol circuits G, each cs E C covering domainVs fi 2
and a secondary storage of size D, a zero page fault
paging strategy ezists if and only if there exists a subset G’ C_ C of size IC’l<_n,
D such that, for each s E F
R~ C Vs for some circuit es E C’.
Unfortunately, the decision problem of Theorem 1
is NP-complete by reduction
from minimum set
cover (Greenwald 1997). Additionally, approximating minimumset cover to any constant is also NPcomplete. Nevertheless, approximation algorithms for
minimumset cover exist (Johnson 1974).
A subset Y~ C Y is a minimum set cover for the
finite set X if and only if Y~ is the smallest cardinality subset of Y such that every element of X belongs
to at least one memberof Y~. Weobtain the following theorem by transforming the decision problem of
Theorem 1 to a minimumset cover problem.
Theorem 2 Given set R = {Rnls G Fn} and collection C, if C~ C C is a set cover for R, then there exists a zero page fault paging strategy for any secondary
storage capable of storing at least IC’lcircuits.

Tp ticks to retrieve one bit of data.
Weassume a simple buffering scheme such that the
active control circuit and subsequently paged control
circuit may be stored in fast cache simultaneously.
Given that (1) a control circuit must execute in at most
one tick, (2) two control circuits plus the fixed strategy circuit must be stored simultaneously in Mbits of
on-line storage, and (3) the combined process of executing the strategy circuit and retrieving the page must
execute in at most n ticks, the following ezecutability
equations relate the time-space tradeoffs of a circuitpaging system:
T~(C’)
< 1
2*B~(C’)+B.v(d,
IFnl) < i
T~(d, IF"I) + Tp ¯ B;(C’)n

(1)
(2)
(3)

Equations 1, 2, 3 capture tradeoffs between the number of control circuits that are available for paging
and the resource requirements of these circuits. These
equations may also be viewed as modeling tradeoffs between deliberation variability and deliberation delay.
Under the assumption that the physical limitations
of secondary storage are not binding, the design-time
task is summarized by the following theorem.
Theorem 3 Given C~ satisfying
Theorem 1, a zero
page fault paging strategy for Ce is executable if and
only if IC’l <__D, where D = maxd satisfying Equations 1, 2, 3.
Theorems 1 and 3 are interdependent.
In other
words, we require not only that a zero page fault strategy exists, but that such a strategy can be executed
within bounded on-line resources.
It is interesting to note that we can eliminate the
combinatorics of the design-time task in special cases.
In particular, for any subcollection C~ covering the set
{R~ls G Fn}, a zero page fault strategy can be made
executable by adding on-line resources until ]C’I _< D,
for D = maxdsatisfying Equations 1, 2, 3.
To demonstrate, assume that the worst-case time to
execute a strategy circuit is independent of the number of pages in secondary storage, i.e. T,(d,k)
T~(1, k),Vd. For example, we might assume a strategy circuit constructed as a parallel combination of d
1-page circuits, with negligible additional delay. Furthermore, assume that T.~(1, IF"l) +Tp¯ B;(C’)<n.
Equation 2 is then binding and for any set covering C’
the amount of on-line cache required to guarantee an
executable zero page fault strategy is

¯ Greenwald (Greenwald 1997) provides an algorithm
for finding a subcollection C’ satisfying Theorem2,
based on a greedy minimumset cover approximation
algorithm. The resulting algorithm is polynomial in
the numberof situations ISl and circuits ICI. By Theorem 1, this algorithm proves the existence of a zero
page fault paging strategy when IC’l _<D. Additionally, it is shownthat such a strategy does not exist if
IC’I > DT/(IRI)?
The difficulty of the design problem provides motivation for looking more carefully at possible tradeoffs.
The framework of this paper allows these tradeoffs to
be explicitly expressed and evaluated at design time.
Theorem 1 provides insight into the combinatorics
of the design-time task. We now introduce a more
detailed model of the architectural constraints. Wedo
so by relating the bound on secondary storage D to
other resource measures.
Given a single-tick bound on control circuit time delay, a circuit’s complexity maybe measuredsolely with
respect to its size. In this modelthe size of a circuit,
B6(cs), is a function of the situations in its domain.
This defines a tradeoff between the functionality of a
circuit, in terms of variety of situation-specific outputs,
and the space required to store the circuit.
The following functions measure worst-case time
(space) resource requirements with respect to a subcollection ofcontrol circuits C’ C_ C.
T~(C’) (B~(C’)): ticks (bits) to execute (store)
circuit in C’;

M > 2 ¯ B~(C’) + B./(IC’I, IF’~I).
In general, we might apply standard search schemes
to find an executable zero page fault strategy, if one
exists. One method (Greenwald 1997) is to construct
a mixed integer linear program (MILP) that combines
set covering and executability constraints, and apply
standard branch and bound enumeration algorithms
to the MILP.

T.c(d,k) (B.y(d,k)): ticks (bits) to execute (store)
strategy circuit with situation domain of size k and
circuit range of size d; and,
27-/(d) is the th harmonic number.
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Theoretical work on resource-bounded problem solving include development of models of rationality that
take deliberation costs into account (Good1971), flexible algorithms that adjust to varying resource limitations (Dean & Boddy 1988; Horvitz 1987; Shih, Liu,
Chung 1989), and techniques that provide designtime optimization of execution-time behavior under
these algorithms (Dean & Boddy 1988; Horvitz 1987;
Russell & Wefald 1991; Russell & Subramanian 1995;
Zilberstein 1993).
Systems have been designed that rely on fast ondemand reaction (Agre & Chapman1987), design-time
pre-eompilation of fast reaction circuits for all possible
scenarios (Schoppers 1987; Nilsson 1994), or designtime pre-compilation of circuits with behavior-driven
timing guarantees (Ka~lbling 1988). Some systems
provide on-line deliberation by relying on environment
locality assumptions (Dean et al. 1993) or the ability
to guarantee control over uncertainty (Musliner 1993).
Manysystems have been designed that provide heuristic hybrid combinations of fast reaction and slow deliberation (Gat 1991; Simmons1991).

Discussion
This paper presents a general framework for analyzing the problem of designing on-line systems that meet
behavioral requirements, subject to architectural constraints, and given a predictive model. Wedevelop a
particular set of architectural constraints based on an
analogy to hierarchical memoryand analyze the resulting design problems. By studying the corresponding
design problem, we are able to provide insight into the
tradeoffs in designing on-line systems.
Our framework is unique in explicitly considering
sequences of actions that are interdependent, in the
face of exogenousuncertainty. Prior approaches do not
guarantee that any progress will be made across deliberation intervals. Weprovide specific behavior guarantees, that are suitable for hard real-time applications.
The framework and techniques of this paper can be
applied to understanding the behavior of systems that
combine deliberation and reaction; systems that previously defied analysis.
The circuit-paging architecture provides an explicit
model of tradeoffs that are implicitly embedded in
manyon-line systems. In this architecture, Control circuits are paged by a closed-loop paging circuit fixed at
design time, paging intervals are of fixed duration, and
active control circuits are independentacross intervals.
Extensions to this architecture include paging multiple
strategy circuits, paging at variable or indeterminate
duration intervals, and incorporating persistence and
dependenceacross intervals into the circuit models.
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